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The extent of Canada, and the abundance of its resources,

entitle it to a place amongst the first nations of the globe.

All that it wants to give it this position is a population to de-

veolpe those resources, which Nature hassobountifjlly furnished.

That this desideratum will be furnished before many years shall

have elapsed, is evident to every person ^^ho considers the pro-

gress that the country has made during the past decade, and the

still greater progress, both public and private, now in contem-

plation. Nor must it be lost sight of, that as a nation advances,

it advances with accelerated speed. The inprovements already

effected, the state of progress already attained in Canada, re-

quired more energy anl enterpri.se on the p;ut of the few, who,

with limited means and many discouragements, have hitherto

borne the burden, than ten limes the imjKOvoments will re-

quire after this, when a teemint; population, together with in

-

cre^ing wealth and i);)vver, will enable public spirited and enter-

prising citizens, backed by free and enlightened government, to

attempt and accomplish schemes of advancement wiiich have up

to the present been regarded as Utopian.

It cannot be too strongly impressed upon the men entrusted

with the public interests that by every improvement by which any

one of the many resources of the country is developed, the

welfare of the whole community is promoted. Every branch of

industry which is introduced is a new mine of wealth, a sinew of

power added to the nation ; and every improvement effected

not only suggests others still greater, but also provides means for

their accomplishment
I have already remarked that all Canada wants, to make it

one of the greate.sc of nations, is an industrious, intelligent and

enterprising population to develope her vast resources. That this

desideratum will .soon be supplied the»-e is full assurance, but

how soon, depends very much upon the present generation of

Canadians and their rulers.

At the boundless resources of Canada I shall but glance
;
and

a glance, I think will be sufficient to prove what I have advanced

with referenee to her prospects. The lines of sea coast on the

Atlantic and the Pacific, including an area which- stretches

from Labrador to British Columbia, and measures nearly four

millions of geographical square miles— present facilities for com-

merce, navigation and fisheries, unsurpassed by any other country

The numerous rivers and lakes which abound in the interior, when

properly improved, will be as serviceable for internal communi-

cation as the former for commerce with foreign nations. Add

I
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to these advantages the railroads, those projected and those in,

process of construction—and where is there a country that affords

greater facilities for railroads,—and our channels of traffic will

bear comparison with those ol our proudest rivals.

Canada seems peculiarly favored with every essential fDr her de-

velopment into a great commercial country ; an inexhaustible sup-

plyofthe best varieties of timber for export and ship building; an

unlimited quantity of whatever is necessary for the equipping

and furnishing of any number of vessels ; abundance of valuable

products for export ; and endless quantities of imports required.

In view of these advantages, and possessed of ample means for

uninterrupted communication with the most distant regions of

the globe, am 1 not justified in asking. What is there to hinder

Canada from becoming one of the greatest commercial countries'

of the world ?
c r- j

The mineral resources and manufacturing interests of Canada

are, as yet, I may say, but little known,even to her own inhabitants;

but there are indications that in these also she is destined to excel.

So far as the geological survey of the Dominion has proceeded,

the results are highly satisfactory; and the coal mines of the

Maritime Provinces and British Columbia, as well as the silver

mines of the Lake Superior region, are extraordinarily remuner-

ative. The discoveries already made are sufficient to justify the

prediction that m mineral wealth the Dominion will be nearly

independent of the world, '/or manufacturing purposes she has

resources, both in material and means, which only require to be

developed and fostered in order to put our country on a par with

the most favored nations of western Europe.

But it is to her agricultural resources that Canada is chiefly to

be indebted for her greatness. For in the variety of the produce

of the soil she has few equals, and the superior quality of these

products is acknowledged wherever they are known. It is a

mistake to suppose that what we now see is all that the soil is

capable of producing, either as to variety, quality or quantity.

The present yield on the land now partially cultivated might

easily be quadrupled by scientific farming ; by the same means

the quality would be vastly improved ;
and it is evident that

many varieties of grain and fruit, now almost unknown in the

country, may, by judicious cultivation, be made to flourish

abundantly here, as they do in the lands where at present they

are almost indigenous. Various kinds of grain once supposed to

belong to more southerly regions have been already tried with

success in even some of the northern sections of our country,
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produce We must foster m every legitimate way those branches
of mdustry which will give population to our towns and cities
secure to us a home market, and consolidate our wealth. Canadahas already been successful with her foundries, tanneries, furniture
factories, woollen and paper mills, engine and machine shops.
There is a marked .pint of enterprise abroad in our country

; andwhen we look at our noble St. Lawrence, and those great in and

ra"ilr'o.!f '"T}^'
^pper Lakes-which. along with ourcanals and

railroads, afford such facilities for carrying on all our commercial
excnange

;
and when we remember our boundless extent ofwater power.-the certain local demand for all manufactured pro-

ducts, together with the faqtthat we have a territory that can sus-
tain a dense and teeming population.—We must (eel that our
eountry presents an unlimited field for human enterprise

We- have in our grainfields and workshops inexhaustible mines
of honest wealth, and to bring it within pur reach we require
nothing but the intelligent application of modern science. It is
to science that we are indebted for all those discoveries, inven-
tions and appliances, which have given to the world so many
comforts and ministered so powerfully to our present high civil-
ization that the peasant of to-day enjoys more luxuries and ismore refined than the prince of a few centuries agb.

Let us turn for a moment to the happy circumstances under
which we are living, and see how everything around us is calcu-
lated to induce private and public enterprise, and inspire our Can-
adian people with love and attachment to their country. Here all
even the poorest emigrant that comes to our shores, can by
honesty and industry, become the possessor of broad and fertile
acres

;
holding their own deeds direct from the Crown ; whilst in

every improvement theymake, whether of utility or taste, is adding
to their future comfort and wealth, and to the comfort and wealth
of those Who are nearest and dearest to them. But this is not allWe are living in a state of society where the invidious distinctions
of rank and fortune are little known, and industry and integritycommand everywhere respect, while the . highest posts of
honor and emolument are fairly and equally open to all. We have
thus every natural incentive to honorable ambition, and a thous-
and considerations to animate us to strain every nerve for our
country s advancement. It would, perhaps, not be out of place
to observe that we cannot unfold the page of history without per-
ceiving that every nation which has risen to eminence in ancient
or modern times, has been distinguished for the patriotism of its
sons. What led th« countless conquests, the glory and renown
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been turned into scenes of ignorance and vice, misery and

degradation.

With such views before them it is not surprising that all in-

telligent Canadians should watch with jealous anxiety the doings

of their rulers, and the progress of their national institutions

—

acts and institutions pregnant with an incalculable amount of weal

or woe to the many millions, who, in a few years, will form the

population of Canada.

From this essay politics are rigidly excluded ; and without

entering their domain one may remark that anxious care and

patient attention are due from every inhabitant of our land, to aU

thDse acts of our Legislature which bear upon our civil, religious,

moral and educational institutions and projects—in short, all acts

relating to the social, civil and religious prosperity, of what may
yet become a great nation.




